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Premier Alaska Tours, Inc. 

TOUR DIRECTOR 

Position Manual 

 

Welcome to Premier Alaska Tours Inc., the largest receptive tour operator in the state of 

Alaska concentrating on service and value in the Alaska market. We believe the best tour 

experiences come from those companies who are owned, operated, and serviced by 

Alaskans.   

 

A receptive operator receives other companies’ guests. We work exclusively with the 

travel professional market: tour operators, travel agents, and wholesalers. We have no 

direct sales contact with consumers. We work hard to secure series accounts, or accounts 

with multiple tour departures. We act as “behind the scenes” experts for companies who 

want their own custom tour but do not have extensive knowledge about our state. They, in 

turn, create all of the advertising materials and promote their own Alaska tour that we 

operate. In turn, we manage their Alaska tour program entirely. In cases such as series 

accounts, we often wear other companies’ nametags and operate under their company 

name. If the wrong name is used, we could jeopardize our relationship. Please be aware of 

whom you are representing. 

 

In some instances, our employees have been key in securing new accounts. If you meet 

someone on the road that is a possible new account needing service and value, let the PAT 

sales department know the details. By working together, we can continue to grow at 

astounding levels each year.   

 

To tie in with our business philosophy, we are proud to announce our internal motto: 

 

To provide the best service to the Alaska visitor. 

 

As the front-line representative of our company, we rely on you to carry out this vision.  

We believe that teamwork is the key to success.  

 

This manual was developed to serve as a guideline for you and to assist you in your role as 

a Tour Director. (This manual is more position specific than the “Seasonal Policy 

Manual”.) The Tour Director position is prestigious. You represent our clients and are 

considered the finest tour directors in Alaska. It is our goal to provide some of the tools 

needed to help you do your job. We gladly accept recommendations and additions to this 

manual.  
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Tour Director Job Description 

 

Are You “P.A.T.” material? 

We are looking for ambitious individuals to assist travelers on multi-day tour programs throughout 

Alaska and the Yukon. Premier Alaska Tours, Inc. (P.A.T.) is an “Alaskan Owned” company that 

prides itself on being unique and comprehensive. Tours are one-of–a-kind and we make sure all 

our guests are treated as VIP’s.  

 

“P.A.T.” Essentials    

• Professional, Authentically Alaskan, Traveler 

• Follow the Premier Seven Guiding Principles: Integrity, Punctuality, Accuracy, Safety, 

Teamwork, Professional Appearance, Profitability   

• Clean, professional attire  

• Serve as the first point of contact with our guests   

• Demonstrate leadership skills 

• Manage all on-road operations for assigned tours 

• Effectively communicate and partner with coworkers, tour vendors, and office personnel 

• Possess good judgment in case of emergency, while directing an assigned tour 

• Navigate and deliver concise directions to tour guests and driver 

• Read, research, and deliver tour commentary and storytelling  

• Promote and collect all funds for optional excursions and complete tour accounting reports 

• Handle all optional activity sales and related cash/credit cards 

• Facilitate Group Bonding 

• Provide solution-oriented suggestions 

• Submit documents in a timely and professional matter 

 

“P.A.T.” Qualifications/Skills 

• Extensive knowledge of historical, scientific, and factual information on Alaska 

• Strong presentation and personal skills to enhance the enjoyment of tour guests 

• Possess a caring, understanding, respectful, and open personality 

• Clean driving record is required; driving company vehicle may be necessary 

• Articulate directions and tour commentary to guests in fluent English 

• Basic accounting and iPad computer skills 

 

“P.A.T.”  Employment will require 

• A positive, upbeat attitude 

• Knowledge and ability to respond to tour guests’ questions 

• The ability to: 

o Walk on a moving motorcoach to assist tour members 

o Sit for a minimum of three hours 

o Lift suitcases repetitively (an average of 50 pounds) on and off a motorcoach/airline 

baggage claim 

o Walk, bend, sit, stand, climb as needed while conducting sightseeing tours 

o Travel on all modes of transportation (motorcoaches, vans, trains, small boats, planes, etc.) 

o Recognize and point out sites of interest while on tour 

• Assist tour guests on and off motorcoach  

• Experience in the Alaska visitor industry is preferred, but not required 

• Minimum age requirement of 21 years 
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• Position base is Anchorage, Alaska 

• Ability to travel extensively May through September; up to 7 nights per week out of 

Anchorage 

• Willingness to submit to random drug and alcohol testing 
 

Role of a Tour Director (TD) 

You are a director. You are a leader. Your passengers need to understand that you are 

there to help them enjoy their travels in unfamiliar territory. Each tour director is a 

professional Alaskan expert with extensive knowledge about the land, people, and 

destinations, and you will be sharing this information. The role of the tour director is to 

provide a smooth Alaska vacation, give commentary, and be on hand at all times to ensure 

consistency. TDs meet flight arrivals and travel with clients throughout the itinerary. TDs 

are on site at each hotel, on all included tours and activities, and are on hand at arrival and 

departures of optional activities. Prior to arriving at a new destination, the tour director 

provides orientation to the community and highlights of the following day. Throughout the 

tour, they reconfirm all services, keep a watchful eye over luggage, and handle any 

situations that arise. 

 

Mention that you will recommend the best places to eat, the best places to shop and share 

your personal favorite activities since you are an Alaskan Expert. You will be sharing 

wonderful tales about living in this great state.  

 

Take this opportunity to let everyone know you are in charge and willing to go that extra 

mile for their comfort and enjoyment. If there is anything you can do to make this trip 

more enjoyable, one only needs to ask. It is better that a TD is made aware of a situation 

before it becomes a ‘problem.’ 

 

All problems should be brought to your immediate attention, as you are here to serve. If 

someone waits until tomorrow to tell you about yesterday’s problems or shares a 

complaint with a traveling companion instead of you; you will not be able to assist.  

 

As the selected tour director for your tour, you are REQUIRED to participate in all 

included activities. This includes (but is not limited to) all rail segments, riverboats, boat 

cruises, wildlife tours (if instructed by PAT Ops) and other tour components. The Tour 

Director is the contact for all emergencies and must uphold a high level of service 

throughout.   

 

Tour Director Appearance and Professionalism 

Premier Alaska Tours hosts guests from all over the world. Our guests represent an entire 

spectrum of individual beliefs, cultures, religions, and backgrounds. As such, it is 

imperative that our Tour Directors behave and dress in a manner that is consistent and 

respectful of all of our guests. All employees are expected to present themselves in a 

classic, clean, polished, professional manner, which reflects an image of excellence. This 

natural image should not draw attention to one’s self. 
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We have many different clients and some require our Tour Directors to wear certain items 

of clothing; some items are worn for the entire time you are on tour, others are only for 

certain days. (I.e. lobby hours, meet and greet, or group photo). When a client requests a 

certain uniform, PAT will provide it for the Tour Director.  

 

It is the responsibility of the Tour Director to make sure that he/she looks professional at 

all times on tour and that their dress code is clean and presentable. While on the road, the 

TD must always look and act appropriately as you are representing the client and Premier 

Alaska Tours. Appearance and professionalism is a graded portion of the guests comment 

card. “Dress to impress!”   

 

Even when you are “off” duty keep in mind that any time you are in a public area, you 

are likely to interact with guests. You will be required to uphold the professional dress 

code regulations whenever you are on property or likely to see your guests or vendors. 

(Flights to Fairbanks, Repositioning travel, Hotel Lobby, Hotel Dining Room, Shuttles.)  

The professional dress code is required to be upheld when you meet with vendors or 

represent Premier Alaska Tours. (All Training Events, Mixers, Familiarization Trips, 

Vendor Meetings, Pre-Trips, etc.) 

 

Failure to follow the Premier Alaska Tours Tour Director Dress Code Policy: 

First Offense: Tour Director will be given a verbal warning and written up. 

Second Offense: Tour Director will be taken off the road for one tour. 

Third Offense: Tour Director will be taken off the schedule indefinitely.   

 

Tour Director Dress Code 

Name Tags: The name tag must be worn on the outer-most garment to distinguish you as 

a leader. If you are wearing your jacket, the name tag shall be on your jacket. If you are 

not wearing your jacket, the name tag must be visible on your shirt/vest.  

Jackets: PAT will supply a jacket suitable for use in most weather conditions experienced 

during our summer season. Your name tag must be visible on your outer-most garment.  

Do not substitute your own jacket or outerwear. If the weather calls for a jacket you 

must wear the one provided for you. The goal of the company provided jacket is so you 

are visible to guests, so wear the company provided jacket when possible. There is no 

jacket ideal for all temperatures in Alaska, but these jackets are designed to be worn for 

the majority of the season. If needed, layer under the jacket to provide extra warmth. The 

company provided jacket should be your outer-most layer. 

Vests: PAT does have some vests available that TD’s can sign out. Vests are not a 

required portion of your uniform. If you choose to wear your own vest, it must be of solid 

color and have a professional appearance.   

Unapproved Vests: anything with logo or advertisements other than “Alaska Guide” 
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Tour Director Dress Code for all Clients 

Personal Appearance should always be a key focus: Clean, conservative, neat makeup, 

clean-shaven, and overall cleanliness must be a high priority. You are not only 

representing Premier Alaska Tours, but also our client/brand. You are likely to have to 

deal with officials on behalf of the group, and professional attire will increase your 

authority in working with these challenges. First impression is important. Professional 

appearance goes beyond your physical look. It also includes attitude and how you carry 

yourself.   

Shirt: Employees are required to provide their own shirts. Collared, button-down long or 

short sleeve shirts are preferred. Collared polo shirts with a button are an approved shirt.  

Shirts must professional, conservative, of solid color, pin stripped or small checkered.  

Shirts must be clean and wrinkle free at all times. Dress shirts must be tucked in. Sleeves 

must be long enough to cover shoulders.  

Unapproved shirts: tank tops, sleeveless shirts, t-shirts, logo wear, sweatshirts, low cut 

shirts, shirts that are too small or oversized, Hawaiian shirts, tie-dye, spaghetti straps, 

flannel shirts, see-through tops, sweaters or shirts with prints or designs.  

Pants: Employees are required to provide their own slacks. They must be a professional 

style and must be neat in appearance. Solid colors of black, khaki, brown, or blue are 

preferred. 

Unapproved Pants: jeans, denim, cargo pants, leggings, stretch, bell bottom, capri’s, 

shorts, jeans, nylon, tights, denim, sweatpants, yoga, 

Belts: Must be conservative and match your shoe color. 

Skirts/Dresses/Blouses: Must be professional and conservative, solid colors. Sleeves long 

enough to cover shoulders. Length must be appropriate for bag pull. 

Unapproved dress/skirt: sundress, tank top style, strapless 

Tights/Nylons: If worn, must be a neutral color, black, brown, or natural skin color.  

Unapproved tights/nylons: bright colors, patterns or designs 

Undergarments: Tour Directors are required to wear appropriate undergarments at all 

times. Undergarments should not be visible. You may wear a t-shirt or tank top under your 

shirt. If you are wearing a white shirt the undergarment must be white. 

Shoes: Employees are required to provide their own shoes. Black or brown comfortable, 

professional, closed-toe and low-heel shoes.  

Unapproved Shoes: sandals, flip-flops, crocs, converse high tops, athletic shoes, 

moccasins, extra tuffs, “boots with the fur,” any shoe that draws attention to oneself.  

Rubber boots may be worn for bag pull if it is raining, but guests should never see you in 

rubber boots, unless you are going hiking with the group in the rain or mud.   

Socks: Dark in color. When wearing black pants, black socks must be worn.  

Hair: Must be neat and clean. Females and males with long hair must wear hair back 

(away from face) while on duty.  

Facial Hair:  A full grown in, well-maintained mustache, beard, or goatee is permitted. 

Facial hair must be neatly trimmed and may not present an unkept appearance. Extreme 

styles are prohibited. Facial hair must be fully grown in prior to training. Mustaches 
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without lower facial hair attached must not extend onto or over the upper lip and must not 

extend beyond or below the corners of the mouth. Tour Directors without facial hair are 

expected to be clean shaven. 

Perfume/Cologne: Should not be overwhelming to the guests. 

Chewing Gum: Not professional in front of guests.   

Hats: Only an acceptable part of the dress code for Tour Directors under certain 

circumstances when a client approves the hat.  

Sunglasses: Only appropriate when necessary. Never wear sunglasses when interacting 

with guests. Take off sunglasses for any photo.   

Piercings: Earrings must be an appropriate size; they should not dangle more than 2 

inches or be bigger than a quarter. Facial piercings (including nose rings) are not 

permitted.  

Tattoos: Visible tattoos must be covered at all times. 

Flying Attire: When flying to and from Fairbanks you must follow the standard 

professional dress code. 

TD Supplies, TD Bag, iPad: Must be of clean and professional appearance. No non-

Alaska or non-approved vendor logos.   

 

The following dress codes are required by certain Series Clients 

Certain items are required to be worn on specific days of the tour. Tour Directors are to 

promote each specific client brand whenever possible with branding or signage and ideally 

wear or hold the logo in the group photo.   

 

RCCL: First day - White collared button down shirt tucked in, black dress pants, black 

socks and black polishable shoes. Ladies may wear a black skirt that is below the knee 

with black or skin colored tights. Everyday – Professional Dress Code.  Alaska Guide 

Name Tag.   

Norwegian: First day - White collared button down shirt tucked in, black dress pants, 

black socks and black polishable shoes. Ladies may wear a black skirt that is below the 

knee with black or skin colored tights. NCL tie and scarf. Everyday – Professional Dress 

Code. Alaska Guide Name Tag.   

YMT: First Day - Client provided logo white shirt tucked in, black dress pants, black 

socks and black polishable shoes. Ladies may wear a black skirt that is below the knee 

with black or skin colored tights. Everyday – Professional Dress Code. Alaska Guide 

Name Tag.   

For all other clients, the requirement is Business Casual attire with specific 

branding:  

This includes: Collared shirts, solid color pants, or skirt below the knee, black socks, and 

publishable shoes. In addition, please follow the client specific guide lines listed below:  

Tour Director to check out client provided uniforms from Tour Operations prior to tour. 

Uniforms must be returned to Tour Operations cleaned at end of tour. 
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Regent/Oceania: Alaska Guide name tag. Every day- Black pants, collared button-down 

shirt. Regent and Oceania are upscale accounts.  

Silver Seas: Alaska Guide name tag. Every day- Black pants, collared button-down shirt. 

Silver Seas is an upscale account.   

Globus/Cosmos: Globus or Cosmos/Archers name tag. Globus is an upscale account.   

Trafalgar/Insight: Client name tag. First & Last day and Group Photo Day- Client 

provided logo shirt, company issued scarf or tie. Specific branding Clipboard is a part of 

the uniform. Insight is an upscale account.   

Gate 1: Client name tag. Client provided logo shirt, for 3 days of the tour. Business casual 

attire. 

Un-Cruise: Alaska Guide Name Tag. Un-Cruise Lanyard. Dark blue button-down shirt, 

black pants on first and last day of the tour. 

Adventures by Disney: Client name tag. Client provided logo shirt, cap, lanyard, logo 

pin. 
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Examples of professional collared button-down shirt and polo shirts styles: 
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Examples of professional pant styles: (No stretch, no skinny, no capri, no leggings) 
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Daily Working Hours Available and Punctuality  

While on tour, you are on-call at all times. In addition, you are expected to be available 

thirty minutes prior to all scheduled departures (or at the start of bag pull time), to answer 

any questions that might arise as well as ensure the services are ready for your group. In 

addition, upon arrival at a new destination, it is expected that you remain in the lobby for 

at least thirty minutes in the event a guest needs your assistance. Service is critical to our 

business and you are the key to making it happen. 

 

Teamwork, Communication, and Respect 

At Premier, we believe that it is critical that the Driver and TD always work together as a 

team. Constant communication is essential between the two employees. A brief meeting at 

the beginning of each day is recommended to coordinate route, materials, and information.  

Although the Premier Tour Director is responsible for the managing the overall 

commentary and flow of the tour, the Driver should be ready to provide brief narration or 

entertainment while on tour to complement the team atmosphere. This may include 

specific facts/figures, jokes, stories, etc.  

 

Working with Drivers 

Drivers selected for our tours are by far the most experienced tour drivers in the state of 

Alaska. The role of a driver on tour is to complement your program as well as to be 

directly responsible for the safety of the passengers traveling on the coach. Although you 

are directly responsible for entertaining, providing facts and tales, it will be the added 

information that the driver can interject that will give you and your guests a chance to 

enjoy another voice. Drivers should be treated with the utmost respect.  

 

A safety talk is required the first-time passengers are on the coach. It’s best to say good 

morning to all and then do a few housekeeping items before introducing the driver to 

discuss safety and enjoyment of the coach. Tour directors are responsible for 75% of 

commentary, supplemented by the driver. 

 

Primarily we use our own Premier motorcoaches for our tour products. Be sure to check 

the daily schedule. You are provided the tools to look up your assigned coach and driver 

the day prior to your journey. If at all possible, for consistency we request the same driver 

throughout the tour. For instance, when you arrive back into Anchorage off of the train, 

your original driver ideally provides the transfer, when possible. Schedules are always 

subject to change.   

 

As a courtesy for drivers who drive only one segment of your tour, encourage your guests 

to “thank” the driver. We do not solicit tips, however, it is a nice gesture to mention the 

driver’s departure out loud and the seasoned travelers will understand. 

  

Driver/Tour Director Tips for Success: 

1. Thank the driver on the microphone, daily. 

2. Communication and Expectation Management: 

a. Prior to Start of Tour – Contact driver before departure. Where 

will you meet? Reconfirm arrival/stage time and plan of tour. 
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b. Daily - Always privately review with the driver the itinerary, 

daily agenda, and commentary you wish to cover prior to the 

first activity of the day, ideally the evening prior. 

3. Work with the driver to set up “gratuity” conversation. 

4. Take care of the driver! Offer to fill their coffee cup, offer to stand by 

the motorcoach door so that they may stretch their legs and use the 

restroom.  

5. Say “thank you” and “please.” Don’t take these words for granted.  

6. Respect each other’s style. It’s not wrong – just different.  

7. Be open to feedback, compromise or adapt.  

8. Represent each other when talking with Guests and use inclusive 

language in front of Guests such as “we” rather than “I”.  

9. Don’t correct your co-worker in front of Guests or vendors.  

10. Remember it’s ALL about teamwork! 

 

Tour Director Van Drivers 

Some qualified Tour Directors will also be asked to be a driver/guide. You will be 

required to complete “Van Training.” This will include the proper way to fill out D.O.T. 

paperwork in addition to a “check ride” with one of our Driver Trainers. Being Van 

Certified does not guarantee that the TD will do only van tours, but it is often a great way 

for the Tour Director to be rewarded by picking up extra pay, hours, and tours. 

 

Working with Fellow PAT Tour Directors 

Share, share, share. Each tour director has a box in the office for incoming mail. If you 

have a great joke, piece of trivia or news clipping which has helped you on tour, be sure to 

email a copy to TDMOD@touralaska.net who will distribute this to all tour directors. You 

can also share on our Facebook page. You won’t be in the same place together, so it’s 

important that we help one another out. Bonding is important when you are away from 

your home. When on a multiple coach departures (parallel tours), all tour directors and 

drivers must coordinate and cooperate as a team. Itineraries and bag pull times should 

remain the same so each guest receives the same product. It is critical to discuss and 

stagger or alternate departure times, lunch times, and arrival times. Work together and 

help each other out with bag pulls so that everyone has an on time departure to avoid any 

visitor dissatisfaction.   

 

Working with Group Leaders or “Internal Tour Director” 

A group leader is a selected individual or couple who is “in charge” of the group and has 

normally had something to do with putting the group together. This is a guest or our client, 

not an employee of Premier Alaska Tours.  You may have one group or several combined 

groups within a tour and we need to give these VIP’s a little more insight into the tour. 

Each group leader personality is different. You need to have a conversation with them 

about their role and expectations to determine what will make the tour operate smoothly. 

Communicate in advance. As you are the professional ALASKAN tour director, you will 

likely be asked to handle all aspects of the tour. They may wish to be involved with 

luggage counts and ticket collection. They must always be given respect in front of the 

mailto:TDMOD@touralaska.net
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group members. You will be advised if a group leader is traveling with you if we are 

notified in advance by the client. 

 

Some programs may have a tour director from that company that will be traveling with 

you. Their responsibility may be to assist on the cruise ship but attend the land portion for 

continuity. As the Alaskan tour director, you may take the lead in the entire land program 

and are directly responsible for all tour commentary and general information. Please give 

the other director the respect and extra attention they need. You will be creating a “team” 

for service.  

 

Working with GSR’s 

Guest Service Representatives (GSR’s) are hired by Premier Alaska Tours and 

strategically staffed in specific locations or hotels to assist with overall tour operations 

communication. (Airport, Rail Depot, Cruise Terminal, Denali, Anchorage Marriott.)  If 

you contact a hotel directly with a special request, it is highly recommended you include 

the GSR who can double check that the request is met. Not all special requests can be met. 

GSR’s want to help you, but can only help if they are included in the conversation. GSR’s 

are able to look at the overall operations big picture of that specific location as often there 

are multiple coaches in town with multiple itineraries.   

 

Working with Wilderness Express 

Wilderness Express (WEX) is the rail division owned by Premier Alaska Tours.  We strive 

to provide the highest quality tours onboard luxury domed railcars. Just like Premier 

Alaska Tours, our WEX team works hard to achieve exceptional customer service through 

teamwork and communication, all while maintaining a safe environment.  Tour Directors 

are vital to our success, and one of the best ways you can help is to PREPARE YOUR 

GUESTS ahead of time! 

 

How TDs can support Wilderness Express:  

1. Review the training document “Working with Wilderness Express”. 

2. Talk up the rail experience. Expectation management. Know the differences 

between hot to set up the Alaska Railroad cars vs. the WEX cars. 

3. Communicate directly with your onboard Manager (OBM) the day prior. 

4. Review the Rail Summary and Seating Assignments. 

5. Lead your guests to their seats.  Do not leave your railcar. 

6. Let WEX shine.  Assist when needed.   

7. Provide feedback. 

8. Build us up in the comment cards. 

9. We work for the same company as you do and are on the same team! 

 

Working with Hotel Partners  

Our clients never have to check in or out, as you have taken care of that for them. Upon 

arrival at a new hotel, key packets are completed and will include the key and meal 

voucher(s), if needed. When you step off of the coach and go to the front desk, you only 

need to advise the staff of your name, that you work for Premier Alaska Tours, and what 

group you are representing.  They will have set aside “key packs” and you will collect a 
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pack of keys. Inform the front desk of the company you represent to avoid confusion when 

guests are asking the front desk about their “Royal Caribbean” tour director. Advise your 

guests that it takes a few minutes to “warn” the hotel staff of your arrival. Always double 

check the special rooming requests for accuracy, as well as meal vouchers, before 

distributing the keys. This way, you can adjust rooms with the hotel, if needed. 

 

Hotels are listed on the master sheets for all accounts. If your group has been moved to an 

alternate hotel, please handle this lightly. Refer to any changes on tour as an upgrade.  

Upgrades are often made to enhance the tour and improve the service. Reassure guests that 

phone calls from family and friends will be forwarded on to the new hotel. 

 

Vendor Relations 

1. Be proactive in establishing and encouraging professional relationships with 

hotels, included tour attractions, and optional activity vendors.  

2. Be positive 

3. Reconfirm all activities 24-48 hours in advance.  Double and triple check! 

4. PAT employees should introduce themselves immediately upon arrival.  

5. Avoid any behavior that will inhibit our use of their facility in the future.  

6. Find out the “house rules” and make our guests aware of them in advance of 

arrival. 

7. Report service issues to the hotel in a diplomatic rather than accusing manner.  

8. Respect quiet hours.  

9. Thank the vendor staff and say “Goodbye” before departing.  

10. Remember that your actions represent not only yourself, but Premier Alaska Tours.  

You and your reputation will probably be back to the exact location multiple times 

each season. 

 

Employee Accommodations 

Employee accommodations while on tour will be set-up by PAT Operations for all cities 

except Anchorage (employees are to provide their own housing in Anchorage). We make 

every effort to place the TD in the same hotel as the guests on tour. However, occasionally 

we are forced to place the TD in an alternate property based on availability. Depending on 

the location, the driver may be staying in either a hotel or driver housing based on space 

and availability. 

  

When overnighting out of Anchorage, all employees should expect to share a room with 

another employee. This employee may be another TD on a different tour or a Premier 

driver. PAT Ops will not ask employees to share a room with a member of the opposite 

sex. At some hotels you may be in a guest room, while others you will be in PAT 

employee housing. Please be respectful of your roommate and coworker. If you are a light 

sleeper, you may want to bring ear plugs and an eye mask. 
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Pre-Trip Meetings 

 

Pre-Trip Meeting    

All tour directors are required to complete a pre-trip meeting with PAT Operations to 

receive up-to-date tour information. Review your tour in advance of the meeting. The goal 

of this pre-trip meeting is to discuss the specifics of your upcoming tour departure. Take 

notes. Be very attentive of the included meals, transfers, etc. for each group. Tour 

directors should never take direction from anyone besides Operations. Any issue of 

included services will be discussed between PAT Operations, PAT Sales, and the client.   

 

Pre-trip meetings should be scheduled through Tour Ops. Post-trip meetings should be 

scheduled during the previous Pre-trip, at minimum one week in advance, ideally as far in 

advance as possible. 

    

Be sure to check your e-mail when you are on the road and your employee box when you 

are in the office. Any new policies or changes in the system will be communicated by 

email (TD Tidbits) or placed in Dropbox on the iPad.      

 

Trip Packet 

The trip packet includes all necessary paperwork needed to run the tour: copy of the 

itinerary, vouchers and/or tickets, manifest (name listing of passengers), comment cards, 

optional sales paperwork, and any paperwork specific to the client and tour. Tour 

Directors are responsible to have adequate luggage tags, nametags, voucher book, and all 

other important supplies. Double and triple check before you leave the office. 

 

All trip packets should be inspected closely. Itineraries are to be used as guidelines only.  

Ask questions during the pre-trip and always call all suppliers in advance. By double-

checking and re-confirming, you will ensure a smooth tour. 

 

Post-Trip Meetings 

   

Post Trip Meeting 

Prior to the conclusion of the tour, the Tour Director will need to schedule time to go over 

the tour with PAT Tour Operations in the office. This should be scheduled at least a week 

in advance. Allow a minimum of 30 minutes to discuss the specifics of your tour 

departure. Be sure to check your employee mailbox for any updates that happened on your 

last trip. Be prepared with the following information for your post-trip meeting: 

• Trip Pack Yellow Folder  

• iPad (For Programing and check-up and name change) 

• Master Sheet 

• Manifest 

• Tour Report (Detailed) 

• Named with Tour Code and Emailed in advance to TD MOD. 

• Additional notes/comments on tour (if needed) 

• Required forms for specific tours (Globus/Cosmos/Titan/A&K) 
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• Incident Reports 

• Named and Emailed in advance to TD MOD. 

• Paper Comment Cards (If applicable) 

• Accounting Paperwork and payments:   

• Voucher Summary (Printed)  

• Completed and accurately balanced & double checked on iPad. 

• If you do not balance, you need to schedule a meeting prior to your post-

trip with Accounting.   

• Vouchers (Sorted in numerical order)  

• Any unused tickets, vendor vouchers, sorted cash, travelers checks, discounts, 

etc. 

• Technical Itinerary (Only if any updates, edits, or changes needed)   

• Please arrive on time and prepared for your post/pre-trip. This includes emailing 

your tour report and incident reports to TDmod@touralaska.net at least 24 hours 

prior to the meeting for review. Everything should be printed and ready to go.   

• You should also reviewing your next tour and be prepared for the pre-trip with 

questions.   

• Schedule next Post-Trip and Pre-Trip Meeting 

 

Completed Trip Packet 

Completed trip packets must be submitted to PAT Tour Operations at the conclusion of 

the tour.  Email Tour Report to the office within 24 hours of the end of the tour. Post trips 

should be completed as soon as possible, within 24-48 hours of saying goodbye to the 

group. 

 

Any manifests, confirmations, or other paperwork you receive on tour should be kept in 

this packet for billing purposes. Tour Reports may be filled out with PAT Tour Operations 

if questions arise. If reports are not completed appropriately and accurately, you will be 

advised accordingly, and more time will be needed for the post trip.   

 

 

General Tour Information  

 

Materials on Tour  

On tour, you will want to bring resources that will enable you to help increase the visitor’s 

knowledge. Examples: Alaska wildflower books, bear stories, the Alaskan Outhouse book, 

maps, your personal photo album, an Alaska flag, song sheets, Eskimo yo-yo, Alaskan 

Native Art, a snowshoe, gold and gold pan, scraps of moose or caribou hide, antlers or 

horns. Be sure you know the regulations for Canada, as antlers, horns and other animal 

products are not allowed into the country. 

 

Passports 

All U.S. citizens entering the United States by plane require a passport for entry. All U.S. 

citizens entering the United States through land (motorcoach) are required to present proof 

of citizenship (such as a passport or birth certificate) and proof of identity (such as a 

mailto:TDmod@touralaska.net
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driver’s license) for entry. This law includes drivers and tour directors. All guests and 

employees traveling to Canada by motorcoach or cruise ship must have a valid passport. 

PAT strongly suggests all employees obtain a valid passport to avoid any potential border 

crossing issues. (Passport Cards are not allowed for employees as they are not allowed.)  If 

a guest has a “Passport Card”, they cannot fly out of Canada in case of a tour itinerary 

deviation.  In addition, some guests may be required to have a travel visa. Premier Alaska 

Tours assumes no responsibility for customs and encourages each guest to contact their 

travel agent and consulate before they travel to ensure entry into land or sea ports. 

 

Greetings and First Impression 

Remember to stand and greet guests with a handshake and a smile, particularly with the 

first introduction. Thank the guests for traveling with the specific brand. Address guests 

with Mr/Mrs./Ms. and their last name. Do not use first names unless requested to do so by 

the guest.  On board the coach, be cautious of blocking the guest’s view, as they did not 

save a lifetime to see your face. You are the Tour Director, you are the leader, and the first 

impression is critical.   

 

Lobby Hours or Air In’s (AI) 

Air arrivals are when your group develops their first impression. It is the time for you to 

offer basic background information. Depending on the client, you may meet a group off of 

one flight at the airport, or a few people off of numerous flights throughout the day at the 

hotel in the lobby.   

 

Specific branding and signage is important. Remember this is the first impression of not 

only you, their Tour Director, but the client brand as well. For all groups, signs will be 

provided in the trip packet or can be picked up from the Operations Department. If there is 

not a specific sign for your group, often times we will use the Premier Alaska Tours sign.  

(Check during pre-trip for specific air-in requirements per group.) It is ideal to find a quiet 

spot to use or set up a table, but make sure to be visible to the guests and front door.  

Introduce yourself to the front desk staff, bellmen, Guest Service Representative, or 

parallel Tour Director who can assist and point guests in your direction if guests slip by 

you.   

 

Here are a few items that should be covered in the Lobby Hours:   

Thank the guest for traveling with that client/brand. Get to know the guest briefly if there 

is time. (Ask the guest what they are most looking forward to the tour or what they are 

celebrating.) Brief introduction of you and the tour (more will be discussed in the opening 

remarks to the group). Hotel check-in key pack. Hotel layout. Guest Itinerary.  

Luggage/Storage Tags. Optional Sales. How many fellow guests on tour? What time to 

first meet the group. Local recommendations for dinner/ activities for arrival day.  

Clothing for next day. Passport double check. Map of arrival city (if needed). Itinerary (if 

needed).   

Note: Respect guest’s time as this is the first impression and you are their leader. Guests 

might need to use the restroom first or want to go to dinner first. It is ok to politely 

welcome, but ask arriving guests to come back at a set time if you have already started a 

meeting with other guests.   
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If you do not meet the guests during lobby hours, leave the welcome letter/guest itinerary 

at the front desk manager with their name on it, estimated arrival if known, with a brief 

note “Welcome to Alaska. Sorry we missed you. I look forward to meeting you in the 

morning at ___ am.”  First thing the next morning double check to see if it was picked up 

at the front desk, as there is room for error for the hotel to distribute it. You can also leave 

a phone message in the guest’s room to double check.   

 

Hotel Courtesy Shuttle Air In:  

Some of our tour programs utilize the hotel courtesy shuttle from the airport if you are 

meeting guests at the hotel. Guests’ documentation includes the phone number to the hotel 

and instructions how to request a shuttle pick-up. Most often, the Tour Director will be in 

the hotel lobby during a specified period of time to greet these guests as they arrive at the 

hotel. If there is a customer service issue with the shuttle, the guest and TD should bring 

this to the attention of the hotel management. 

 

Meeting Groups at the Airport:  

Depending on the client, you may meet a group at the airport. Refer to the Master Sheet 

and Technical (Examples include Titan, Saga, Spectrum, and Custom Tour Groups). As 

airport security does not allow Tour Directors to meet guests at their gate, TDs should 

wait for their guests in the baggage claim area at the bottom of the escalators. Direct all 

guests to meet you in a specified area and wait for further directions. Once the entire 

group is together, you will do a roll call and provide general information about what will 

happen next. Remember that your group is looking to you for leadership. Briefly introduce 

yourself and let them know we are awaiting the luggage arrival. Point out the restrooms. 

You need to be very clear with your directions.   

 

If it is a large group, our luggage support team will be at the airport to help. It is very 

important to ask everyone if they placed the Premier luggage tags (or tag provided by 

series account) on their bags. This will help to identify our guests. If there is no tag, 

immediately place luggage tags on their luggage when spotted.   

 

Do not escort the group to the transportation vehicle until ALL guests have visually 

identified and inspected their luggage. Be sure all guests know to inspect for damage to 

luggage. If damage is recognized, escort the guest and the damaged luggage to the airline 

baggage representative. Do not take personal responsibility for lost or damaged bags. 

Once all bags are accounted for, direct all guests out to the loading zone. As guests are 

boarding, luggage will be placed in the luggage bays. As this all happens at once, always 

keep in mind, “Safety is First!” Passengers must have assistance boarding and luggage can 

wait.    

 

During the transfer to the hotel, you will outline the basic tour information. What time is 

their reception tonight? Where will the reception be held? If there is free time scheduled, 

what should they do? What are your recommendations for dining? You should provide a 

brief orientation tour between the airport and the hotel and point out sights that may be of 

interest. Be very clear with directions for tomorrow’s activities and departures.   
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Opening Tour Remarks 

You will develop your own unique style for providing opening remarks. Each group is a 

little different and at the Pre-Trip Meeting you will be provided with a little background 

on the group, which will help you understand the group better.  

 

Most importantly, the opening remarks are to educate the guests on what to expect from 

the tour director, luggage handling, hotels, rest stops, and meals. These are very important 

questions you will be asked and you need to help prepare your group for their adventure.  

Opening remarks take place when the entire group is together, either during the transfer 

from the airport, at an evening reception, at a breakfast reception, or on the motorcoach at 

the start of the tour. 

 

Here are a few items that should be covered in the Opening Tour Remarks:  

Introduction and Icebreaker; Role of a Tour Director; Introduction to the tour program; 

Hotels & Activities; Expectation Management; Transportation, passenger courtesy, seat 

rotation and rest stops. Thank the guest for traveling with the brand.   

 

Introductions & Icebreaker 

Begin with a little bit about yourself. They will learn all about you during the tour so keep 

it brief. Some tour directors like to go around the room and have passengers introduce 

themselves and tell where they are from. Remember that some groups have traveled 

together for many years and already know each other so you won’t need to do this. By 

Day 2, you should know their names.   

 

A good icebreaker is a generic Alaska joke or some type of trivia game (with a prize). For 

instance, for a bank group you may wish to do a “bank joke”. For a series account that has 

many road miles included, you may wish to talk about the rustic Alaskan roadhouses and 

non-flushing facilities.  

 

The introduction sets the stage for the rest of the tour. By outlining things that may be of 

importance, your guests will be more at ease. 

 

Introduction to the tour program, hotels & activities, and expectation management 

Give a general introduction to the tour program without too many details, as they will 

come along as you travel. Give special attention to the fact that we are traveling many 

miles and seeing spectacular country. It’s a great idea to highlight a few of the exciting 

tours like glacier cruising or the Tundra Wilderness Tour. 

 

Downplay the accommodations on tour. Let guests know that we provide the best 

accommodations available but they are below lower 48 standards in some cases. Mention 

that accommodations are not “5-Star.” Rustic stops may include outhouses sometimes.  

It’s all a part of our real Alaska experience. 

 

We work with Alaskan owned and operated hotels (for the most part). The service we 

receive is far superior and you will find that they treat our passengers exceptionally well. 
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You will want to address the time schedule. Although some guests have a pre-printed 

itinerary, advise them we stick as close as possible to the tour but if we’re driving by and 

see a caribou on the side of the road, we’re stopping and it may delay us! The best concept 

is to listen to the tour director, as the up to date information will be provided prior to 

disembarking the motorcoach each time. “Life’s enjoyment is found along the journey, not 

at the destination.” We are in no rush to get to our towns, as they are just places to 

overnight. We want to encourage everyone to enjoy the day. 

 

The activities selected in this itinerary are the best available for our destinations. There 

will be optional activities to enhance each guest’s experience and you will provide 

information on these activities when it is appropriate. 

 

Daily Tour Remarks 

Each morning, on the motorcoach, provide a group orientation to the day. What to expect, 

number of stops, approximate times for lunch and arrival into the next destination.  

Helpful reminders about passenger courtesy at rest & photo stops will make folks think of 

others. Tour Commentary is the most important aspect of the Tour Director’s position and 

will be expected by the seasoned travelers. Prior to the end of each day or arriving at a 

destination, give some helpful hints regarding the property (i.e. tricky faucets or keys, 

where the restrooms are located, hotel numbering systems, Wi-Fi, etc.). The guests will 

appreciate this local knowledge. 

 

Very important: If you don’t know the information, do not make up the answers. Seek 

assistance from other employees (drivers, office, other TDs) or research the answer. 

 

Open Times 

There are scheduled times for passengers to have some free time while on tour. This is 

often referred to as “On Your Own Time” or OYO time. All tours designed for our clients 

are comfortably paced to allow guests to enjoy their Alaska vacation. It is your 

responsibility to proactively provide information on things that may enhance their 

experience and communicate this to guests. Where are the best places to shop? Where are 

the best places to eat? What are the best optional tours to experience? You will have to do 

some research to make sure you know each destination and are aware of activities. The 

optional tour manual will help give you an insight into the approved tours available in 

each destination. 

 

Transportation, Passenger Courtesy, Seat Rotation and Rest Stops 

 

Transportation: Guests will want to know that the seats are comfortable and recline, 

there is overhead storage, and that each one is restroom equipped. The motorcoach driver 

will provide a safety briefing at the start of a tour. 

 

Restroom Etiquette: Restroom etiquette must be addressed at the start of the tour.  

Advise passengers to use the restroom with discretion and remind them there are 

numerous stops along the way to take care of personal needs. This can be addressed either 
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during the first night function or the morning of departure. Stress that many of the rest 

stops do not charge fees for using their facilities so it’s a nice gesture to buy a cup of 

coffee or snack to show our appreciation. 

 

Motorcoach Etiquette: It is a nice reminder to ask guests to turn their cell phones off 

while on the motorcoach. For guests listening to commentary or enjoying the view, a 

neighbor on their cell phone can be very disruptive. 

 

When passengers are loading, you or the driver must always be by the door for assistance.  

Share this duty with your driver, as your driver will occasionally need a break. This is the 

same for Premier vehicle transfers in Anchorage. As a rule, assist the passengers first, and 

then worry about everything else.  

 

The Operations department will provide both mints and pins as prizes: One bag of mints 

can be used per tour. A basket of mints or candy is a nice gesture to pass around after 

lunch. Be sure to walk through the coach with garbage bags periodically to minimize 

passenger discomfort of walking with the coach in motion. Candy/mints aren’t needed 

every day or at air-ins. One prize per tour will be provided for wildlife spotting or trivia 

games. Some of these are branded specifically for the client.  Additional candy, prizes, or 

tools can be purchased at the Tour Directors expense.   

 

Courtesy: Passenger courtesy rules should be outlined. As we are traveling together for 

many days, each guest is expected to be kind and respect one another. This is everyone’s 

vacation…and a few bad weeds can make the trip unbearable. It is better to deal with the 

importance of being on time after rest breaks or lunch than to have the entire coach 

disgusted. Make it light and comical, yet strict. Above all, when addressing rules, it 

MUST BE FUN. 

 

Seat Rotation: Seat rotation is required! Seat rotation is often an issue with full tours. Go 

into it knowing this, address the issue upfront, (especially with large parties, singles and 

triples), and make sure this does not show up in a comment card at the end of the tour. The 

purpose of seat rotation is to be fair to everyone. Some tour directors leave the door-side 

front seat open for guests to walk up and take photos through unobstructed views; some 

include it in the standard seat rotation. The front driver-side seat is your home. You will 

have enough “stuff” to fill four seats but each night, put together a basket of only those 

things you are going to use for the next day. In order to access the microphone and talk 

with the driver, you must be in these seats. Be advised the front seat is not the best seat in 

the house.  If a doctor’s note is provided by a guest for motion sickness be advised that the 

best seat is above the first wheel, about 3 rows back. This area will provide the most 

balanced ride. Some TDs will use the extra seat 3rd row driver side as a backup for an 

unannounced ADA guest with an “occupied sign”. If the group is large, encourage singles 

or triples to sit together both on full coaches and full train cars. You will find your own 

way to handle seat rotation. Keep in mind, what works for one group may not work for 

another. 

 

Industry standard on seat rotation: 
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Seating is based on a daily rotation system. Passengers must rotate seats throughout the 

tour. The Tour Director must make sure all passengers get an opportunity to sit on both 

sides of the coach in addition to the front and back of the coach. This unfortunately is a 

common complaint and easily avoidable. There is no excuse for this guest complaint. 

 

One easy way to rotate is to have the door side of the coach move back and the driver side 

move forward. Seat rotation cards (assigned seats) can be a helpful tool to use if the coach 

is full to make sure singles sit next to triple guests to maximize every seat on the coach or 

train. Decide how many seats to skip each day depending on the length of the tour. On 

long driving days some TDs rotate twice a day. Another easy way to rotate seats is to 

divide the tour into smaller groups and offer priority seating based on a subgroup. I.e. 

(Moose/Bears/Eagles, or colors, or stickers). Many TD’s do not include the front seat in 

the seat rotation, but instead rotate the front seat twice a day as a separate lottery seat 

rotation, to allow more guests opportunity to sit up front. 

 

Seat Rotation is required! It is Premier policy to establish seat rotation on all days 

having more than 4 hours on the coach. Be sure to explain the seat rotation process during 

the orientation meeting on the coach as a group so there are no surprises to guests later in 

the tour. The only exception to seat rotation is if/when a group leader/escort/company 

policy overrides the Premier policy. In this case, notify PAT Ops on the Trip Report 

during the Post-Trip meeting. 

 

Rest & Photo Stops  

Technical itineraries provide locations for rest & photo stops while on tour. The TD and 

Driver are not limited to these recommendations but should use these as guidelines. If the 

TD chooses to stop somewhere new, this must be discussed with PAT Ops. PAT Logistics 

gives all “scheduled” stops a listing each month of date/time/number of guests that will be 

stopping at their establishment. TDs should always call the establishment to reconfirm 24-

48 hours in advance to let them know updated counts or changes. Times for photos should 

average about 15 minutes, lunch stops for one hour and coffee breaks about 30 minutes. A 

group photo on tour is a nice gesture once per tour and please remember to hold the 

brand’s sign to promote our client. The goal is to keep the tour on schedule, without 

seeming hurried. Tours are comfortably paced and can be kept on track with your watchful 

eye. 

 

Special Requests- room requests, dietary needs, birthdays, and anniversaries 

Make the trip fun! If you have any birthdays, anniversaries, holidays, or special occasions 

to celebrate, do something unique. Circulate a card through the coach for everyone to sign.  

Decorate with balloons. This is memorable and can make someone’s vacation. Birthday 

cars are located in the TD Operations office.   

 

For any special room requests -- smoking, allergies, rooms next to, first floor, triple, quad, 

etc.…it is best to notify the next hotel vendor in advance! If our Logistics department 

knows this information in advance, it will appear on the manifest in your trip packet and 

the hotels will already have been notified. It’s important that you follow through on 

special requests prior to hotel arrivals. Double check! To make rooming changes and re-do 
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key packets at the last minute is not fair to our hotel partners and look sunorganized to 

guests. It is better to take care of this the day prior. Let guests know that not all requests 

can be accommodated and you’ll try your hardest. 

  

Luggage/Bag Pull 

It is your responsibility to keep an eye on your passengers’ luggage. It is important on day 

one/two of the tour to verify with guests the number of bags they are carrying with them.  

At each hotel, you will need to verify group luggage pulls with the bellman. It pays to be 

kind to bellman… your bags will be delivered faster. PAT Operations has taken care of 

compensation for luggage crew so there is no need to provide an additional incentive.  

 

PAT Logistics sends a manifest 30 days prior to tour to each hotel to advise of luggage 

pull times. It is your responsibility to reconfirm each pull directly with the hotel the day 

prior. Do not change the bag pull time as often this is planned for their staff in advance! 

We need to be a good partner to our vendors. 

 

Advise your passengers that if they add luggage, it is important that you are made aware.  

It’s fun to tell guests that this is “their vacation and stiff fines will be accessed for anyone 

caught carrying their own luggage during the tour.”   

 

Always conduct your luggage verification/counts at least 30 minutes prior to departure 

time. 1-1 ½ hours is recommended for multi-coach moves. It is ideal to be completed with 

bag pull at least 20 minutes prior to guests boarding so you can be available to guests and 

answer guest questions. There are many different ways to manage luggage, but ultimately 

it is the Tour Director’s responsibility for making sure that the correct number of bags is 

loaded and unloaded every day. There is no excuse for luggage left behind.   

 

Multi coach moves must communicate bag pull methods and work together with parallel 

coaches. Premier Alaska Tours requires each Tour Director to individually number each 

luggage tag per coach (A, B, C) and check off on a manifest sheet prior to each departure. 

On single coach moves or small group tours, a popular and wise double check is to have 

each group member visually identify their luggage prior to loading on the coach. There is 

no excuse for luggage left behind. 

 

Remind guests daily to keep important items with them in their carry-on luggage. These 

items should include medications, identification, and documents (air tickets, cruise 

paperwork, passports), as well as cameras, water and snacks for the coach ride. 

 

Tour Activity Tickets - Vouchers 

Tour directors are responsible for all passenger tickets for included and approved optional 

activities while on tour. Most tour directors tell guests from day one that they are “their 

ticket” for the entire land tour or that our philosophy is “ticketless travel”. As long as you 

are in their sight, their ticket is good. It is recommended that tickets be distributed if 

needed, just prior to activity departure to minimize loss and confusion. 
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Voucher Usage: Premier Alaska Tours vouchers are to be used at a minimum. Vouchers 

should be signed out and in. Treat these vouchers like cash. You are responsible for each 

voucher. Some services require a voucher, but be aware that we are on a pre-pay or billing 

system with most vendors. Vouchers should be completed in full and submitted for all 

optional tour activities for total passenger counts & times. Make sure to note the number 

of children on the voucher. Tour Directors must be present to see off all optional tour 

departures to ensure the proper exchange of the voucher between PAT and the vendor. If 

changes occur after voucher has been collected, it is the Tour Director’s responsibility to 

call the vendor to make changes. An additional note on the “Voucher Summary Report” 

regarding the change/voucher and the “Tour Report” if there are any missed or modified 

services will be necessary in the trip pack for your post trip and for the accounting 

department. All voucher copies must be returned to the office with the accounting 

paperwork. See “Optional Tour Program Procedure Manual” for more information.   

 

Non-Included Meals 

Meals not included in the tour package are at the guest’s expense. These can be at the 

hotel or off site in town. As a local expert, make sure to recommend a few options within 

walking distance or an easy shuttle ride away. Offer a variety restaurants based on menu 

style and budget. The TD acts as a liaison between the guests, clients, and restaurants. 

Complaints by guests of non-included meals (of vendors we are partners with), should be 

relayed to the F&B staff and managers. Multiple complaints should be notified to PAT 

Tour Operations so that we can work with the restaurant to improve the quality.   

 

Meals while on tour are at your expense unless otherwise noted. Per diems are provided to 

assist in offsetting these costs. Many hotels and restaurants provide discounted or 

complimentary meals for tour directors & driver/guides. Please be aware that you 

represent the image of Premier Alaska Tours, and demanding or pressuring vendors 

for complimentary or reduced meal rates beyond industry standard is not 

acceptable. If a meal is provided complimentary or is vouchered for use at your leisure, 

keep in mind that a generous gratuity for the staff should be given. 

 

Included Meals 

Buffet Meals-  Often tour directors will assist through the buffet by pouring coffee, 

adding plates, etc. If it is a regularly scheduled buffet, ensure that all passengers can be 

accommodated during the limited buffet time and keep an eye on the food. If the buffet is 

in poor condition, notify management immediately.   

 

Group Meals- Always reconfirm with the restaurant on the day prior if a group meal is 

planned. Make sure to reconfirm entrée counts if needed and notify of dietary requests as 

soon in advance as possible. Make sure all the guests are seated before staff. We 

encourage the Tour Director to lead the group in a toast. On the final night, the driver 

should be invited to the group dinner if on site. (“+ 2 staff” on the payment voucher. You 

and the Driver). Do not sit with your driver. It is the goal of the Tour Director to sit and 

meet with each couple at some point throughout the tour if possible.   
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Overview of the Next Day, Communication & Expectation Management 

Before the conclusion of a day’s activities, you must remind the group about the next day. 

It is best to make announcements several times and overview 30 minutes prior to arrival at 

the hotel (guests will be anxious to get off the coach). A good rule of thumb is to do it 

three times. Some tour directors provide the information, then do the basics and have the 

group repeat the right times. In addition, some TDs post the information by the coach door 

or in the hotel lobby. Some TDs give out notes with times written out. You will do what 

works best for you. Do this in advance, not when pulling into the hotel as guests will want 

to get off of the coach. 

 

• What to do tonight? What activities are included? Are there any activities or 

special restaurants they should try? What about shopping? Will the bags be 

delivered inside or outside the room? 

 

• Where will you be? Everyone always wants to know what the tour director is 

doing. As an Alaskan, you know the popular spots and they want to know what 

you are doing. Nine times out of ten, the tour director is exhausted and collapses 

into bed. 

 

• Wake up calls. Remind guests to contact the front desk from their rooms if they 

choose to have a wakeup call. A huge group surrounding the front desk isn’t a 

good thing so encourage guests to schedule this at their discretion. Group wake-up 

calls generally are not a good idea. 

 

• Luggage Pull Notice - You will need to be clear about why we need luggage ready 

1 – 1 ½ hours prior to departure. Explain the size of the hotel, the staff it takes and 

that we must be ready on time. Advise guests to pack the night before to be ready. 

It should also be noted that you are responsible for their luggage and needs. All 

luggage must have a “Premier” bag tag (or series account tag) and if they add or 

take away pieces, you’ll need to know so your counts will be perfect. Again, 

provide a gentle reminder about the time to have luggage out and be clear- is it 

outside their room or inside? Most of the hotels we use have us place luggage 

outside the room. TD’s and drivers carry their own luggage.   

 

• Breakfast/Lunch times. Explain what to expect at breakfast; if it is at their leisure 

or sit-down, continental or full American. What time does it open? Any popular 

local foods? You may also want to note the scheduled lunchtime/first coffee-stop 

in the event someone may want to sleep in and skip breakfast or needs to plan their 

medication. It is their vacation and as long as we depart on time, whatever makes 

them happy is ok with you. (It is a good idea to manage expectations for late 

lunches more than one days in advance, so guests can mentally prepare and make 

alternate plans if needed.) 

 

• Departure time. “We pull away at _____ and if you’re not there, the first picture of 

the day for you is the back of the motorcoach pulling away…” This type of attitude 
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brings laughter to the crowd, but expresses our desire to keep our tour on track. Be 

sure to let them know that elevators and stairs are packed fifteen minutes prior to 

departure and they should take this into consideration. (It is a good idea to mention 

very early mornings more than one day in advance so guests can mentally prepare 

or rest up in advance.) 

 

• Daily attire recommendations - At the end of each night, before everyone goes 

their separate ways, you will want to remind them of what to expect the next day 

on tour. If comfortable shoes are recommended, dress in layers, or lots of 

sleep…let them know. If you are going on a glacier cruise, you’ll want to let 

everyone know about dressing in layers. Remember that Alaskans have our own 

lingo so you may need to explain, “you can’t put on what you didn’t bring along.” 

 

• Sweet dreams. Some tour directors ask for generic questions at this time as they 

may apply to the entire group. Be sure to let them know you are available in the 

lobby for the next half-hour. Thank the driver. Wish everyone a well-rested 

evening and thank them for a fun day traveling with ______ (the brand). 

 

Air-Out/Ship Day Departure 

The air departure, ship day, or last day on tour is the TD’s last opportunity to make a 

strong final impression. Guests often feel “separation anxiety” as you have assisted them 

for the entire tour. As a result, leading up to the completion of the tour, you should double 

and triple check departure instructions with guests multiple days prior.   

 

Embarkation: If the tour ends with embarkation onto a cruise ship then the night before 

the end of the tour go over all the pertinent details with your guests. It is important that 

they understand about the need to have their passports in hand (and not packed away in 

their checked luggage) when they board the coach in the morning. If bags are going to the 

ship via luggage truck, then you should explain that they will not have access to their bags 

until they get to their stateroom. Make sure that they understand and have all of the proper 

bag tags and keep on tour tags, so you can check off all the bags as well as the ship tags.  

Some guests may ask what is allowed on board and this information can be found on the 

clients website, guest documents, or a reference sheet from TD Operations.  Check 

technical to see if the TD is responsible for distributing health questionnaires to guests in 

advance as this will expedite the cruise check-in line.     

 

Included Airport Transfer (Provided by PAT): If the tour ends with an Air-Out day 

and the airport transfer is included, not via hotel courtesy shuttle (refer to Master Sheet), 

you will need to coordinate each guest’s departure shuttle to the airport with Premier 

Alaska Tours. If guests book a “post night with the client” and it is on the client manifest 

then the transfer is included. If a guest books a “post night on own”, then this would not 

be on the manifest and then the transfer is not included.   

 

For included transfers, the TD should collect and organize each guest’s Air Out 

information in the first day of the tour. See below for example of Air Out Form. Use the 

Air Out Form to collect guests’ hotel departure times. Encourage guests to double check 
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the timing (AM vs. PM), especially red-eye midnight flights, dates, etc. and communicate 

that transfer changes are very difficult to modify last minute. PAT Airport Shuttles can be 

scheduled on the hour, at least 2+ hours prior to flight. Shuttles are not every hour, as this 

is an on-demand shuttle, and not a looping shuttle. Ensure you check timing on your air 

out form. Once completed, e-mail this Air Out Form to Airport@touralaska.net   

 

 
 

One or two days prior to the end of the tour, make sure to hand back the completed Air-

Out Form to the guests. Guests can also make notes on their tri-fold Guest Itinerary or 

personal flight documents. Review bag pull time and departure time with each couple. 

Distribute an additional “Air-Out Bag Tag” that includes “Bag pull time” and “transfer 

time” for bellmen storage of luggage in order of departure. This is to be added to each bag 

in addition to keeping on the Land Tour colored luggage tag.  

 

You will also coordinate and reconfirm all luggage pull and departure times directly with 

the hotel bellmen. Please email the bell captain a copy of the Final Air-Out Sheet the day 

before departure, and reconfirm/communicate in person on site. Communicating last 

minute changes are critical. PAT Airport Dispatch does communicate weekly air in and air 

out information with the hotel, but does not provide last minute updates to the hotel. 

June 30 

Smith x 2 

DL 3487  

7:15 AM 

  4:00 AM 

5:00 AM 

AM 

  June 30 

mailto:Airport@touralaska.net
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If a guest asks to change their shuttle time after you have submitted the initial request to 

Airport@touralaska.net, please follow the below procedures: 

1) If outside 48 hours of saying goodbye to your guests, transfer changes are easier to 

make with Airport@touralaska.net.   

2) If inside 48 hours of saying goodbye to the guests, a TD must look at their booked 

transfer times. If you or a parallel TD do not have a transfer at that time tell guests 

“sorry, but changes are not available as they have already been scheduled”. 

3) If you have a previously scheduled transfer at that time, you must call Motorcoach 

MOD/Dispatch and ask if there is room for your guests. If the MOD tells you no, 

then your guests will have to stay with their original time or find their own way to 

the airport. 

4) Never assume a transfer time can be changed. 

 

Review Departure Information with Guests: It is extremely important that your guests 

understand all of the aspects of their Air-Out Day. Go over each of the following bullet 

points with them (as a group and also specific needs individually) and be certain that they 

understand the process. You most likely will not be at the hotel the final morning of the 

tour so this information must be communicated in advance. You are the tour director 

coordinating the air out and departure, even when you are not there. 

• On departure day, bell staff will pick up their bags at the arranged bag pull time.  

o Guests need to add the additional “Air-Out Bag Tag” that includes “Bag 

pull time” and “transfer time” for bellmen storage of luggage. This is to be 

added to each bag in addition to keeping on the Land Tour colored luggage 

tag. 

o If a guest tells you they want to bring their own bags down to the 

van/coach, let them know they must tell the bell staff before retiring for the 

evening. The Bell staff already knows when bags are scheduled to be 

collected, and they will knock on the hotel doors at the set time for a bag 

pull unless they are notified by the guest. (I.e. super early bag pull or guest 

with late hotel checkout they set-up on their own with the front desk.) 

• Coaches sometimes have difficulty finding space on hotel curbs. Let guests know 

that we provide plenty of time for the transfer, but if there isn’t curb space the 

coach may have to circle several times. Also a coach may have to make stops at 

several hotel properties. For this reason we ask guests to be in the lobby and ready 

to go about 10 minutes early. Guests should not be concerned if the coach is not 

there yet. Occasionally the coach arrives 5-10 minutes after the top of the hour. 

Guests can look for a bellmen, or their luggage to ensure they are in the correct 

location if they are concerned. 

• Tell guests the name of the driver and the name of the coach or van that will pick 

them up (found on the Air in/Air out information sheet on Dropbox) but also let 

them know that this is subject to change. (I.e. “The airport transfer operated by 

Celebrity’s local ground operator Premier Alaska Tours. It is usually a white 

coach or van. Here are your departure bag tags or you can write it down in your 

guest itinerary. For you folks, Bags out at 5am, Transfer at 6am, by the driver 

Bob, in coach Redoubt”.   

mailto:Airport@touralaska.net
mailto:Airport@touralaska.net
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• If guests want to change their time last minute or make alternate transfer 

arrangements they may do so at their own expense.  

• Guests may ask you if they need to reconfirm their flight. This is their 

responsibility. You can assist as needed, but this is the guest responsibility.   

• Guests may also ask you to help them check in for their airline online. You can 

assist as needed, however this is also the guest responsibility.   

 

TD to see off air out transfers (if needed): To provide better service to guests at the end 

of the tour, Tour Directors are encouraged to see off larger groups of guests when possible 

(To complete the fully escorted tour hand off, double check luggage, quality control for 

coach departure and bag pull). This focus is for TD assistance in volume for Fairbanks 

departures. Obviously in Fairbanks, this is only possible prior to your departure flight or 

next tour air ins. When there are more than 10 guests departing on the same air out 

transfer, Tour Directors are expected to see off the group.  Please add this additional time 

to your time card with a note, i.e. “Saw off 12 guests on the 5am transfer from Pikes”. 

 

Hotel Courtesy Shuttle Service: Some of our tour programs utilize the hotel courtesy 

shuttle for the final transfer to the airport. As the Tour Director you should assist guests in 

signing up for the hotel shuttle by letting them know the hotel shuttle times and 

recommendations. Encourage guests to sign up at the front desk. If a group of guests 

exceed the capacity for the hotel shuttle, consult with PAT Coach Ops to coordinate 

additional vans and/or coach as needed. 

 

Group Departure: Occasionally a TD will accompany a group to the airport. During the 

transfer to the airport or the last time the TD will be with the group, the TD should work 

to bring the tour to a final close. Thank the guests for traveling with that specific brand, 

visiting Alaska and encourage them to return in the future. Let your driver have a chance 

to thank you and the guests as well. Upon arrival at the airport, encourage guests to stay 

on board until you and the driver move their luggage to the curb and then can assist guests 

out of the vehicle. Do not go into the terminal with the guest and leave the vehicle 

unattended, as a parking ticket will be issued. The escorted tour concludes at the curb of 

the airport. If the guests need assistance into the terminal with their luggage, suggest 

skycap services. Our Tour Director Services end at the curb, unless otherwise indicated. 

 

Closing Remarks 

Depending on the type of tour, closing remarks may be brief or can go on for days. We 

recommend short and sweet. State that it has been a privilege showing off your state and 

how pleased you were that they were able to see so many places in the few days you had 

together. You will want to say “on behalf of (the client), we appreciate you selecting our 

Alaska tour and hope you will look at us for your next travel adventure”. Give 

recommendations for future tours with that brand or client. You are an ambassador for the 

Brand and Alaska. Closing remarks can take place prior to the last hotel arrival, at the 

final night’s dinner, or on the transfer coach to the airport. Remember to give a final thank 

you over the microphone to your driver.   
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Tour Issues  

 

Communicating with the Office 

Whenever you email TDMOD (TDMOD@touralaska.net) please include your full tour 

code in the Subject Line of the email. The full Tour Code includes the client, tour pattern, 

start date, and coach (a, b, or c).  

(example: “Tour Report RCI 3B 0815-C”; “Incident Report – Smith broken arm RCI 2B 

0612-A”) 

 

No-Shows/Cancellations 

If a passenger no-shows at the beginning of the tour, check with the front desk to see if the 

guest checked-in without your knowledge. If still a no-show, email and notify the PAT TD 

Operations department (TDMOD@touralaska.net). They will contact our client to verify it 

is a cancel or delayed arrival guest, and notify when possible. Adjust all your counts 

accordingly for the duration of the tour. 

 

Go-Shows 

A “go-show” is a tour guest that arrives for the tour unexpectedly. If this occurs, simply 

treat the guest as if everything is under control and immediately contact Operations for 

assistance. Gather information, take a picture of their documents with booking number 

and send to PAT TD OPS. PAT TD Ops and Logistics will research the situation with the 

client, and if necessary, make arrangements for the guest throughout the itinerary. TDs 

should not tell the guest they are “not on the list” until all research of the situation is 

completed. You are representing the brand. 

 

Emergencies 

In the event of an emergency, the TD should assist with arrangements within reason. For 

example, if a passenger becomes ill, you may want to phone for a cab or arrange for hotel 

shuttle transportation to the nearest facility. We do not transport guests in PAT or your 

personal vehicles. We do not make recommendations when it comes to health issues as we 

are not a medical expert. Provide general information and allow the guest to choose. Be 

certain to abide by the Premier Safety Manual at all times. 

  

Regardless of the circumstance or severity of an incident, a written report must be 

completed on any accident. See the “Incident Report Form”. The Incident Report should 

be completed for all accidents.   

 

You must immediately notify PAT Operations of the situation. PAT Operations can be 

reached 24 hours a day on the PAT MOD Operation’s phone numbers that are found on 

your inner-office phone directory.   

 

Tour Operations MOD #: 907-375-6329  

E-Mail: TDMOD@touralaska.net 

Coach Operations MOD/Dispatch #: 907-375-6321 

 

mailto:TDMOD@touralaska.net
mailto:TDMOD@touralaska.net
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In a guest medical situation, the Tour Director’s main responsibility is the overall tour and 

ALL guests. TD Ops management team is here to assist. If a guest leaves a tour due to 

emergency, notify PAT TD OPS immediately. Do not assist in making arrangements or 

attempt/offer to get refunds for itinerary items missed. You may write a document that 

states the date guests have departed the tour and dates the guests will be absent from the 

tour accompanied by your signature. This will be helpful for travel insurance purposes.  

Be sure to have guest fill out a tour termination report and comment card if able. All 

details should be documented in an incident report.   

 

 

Comment Cards  

 

Most of our clients require us to complete tour evaluations or comment cards at the 

conclusion of each tour. As these evaluations often set the stage for negotiations for future 

groups, it is critical that all guests complete an evaluation and that all guests indicate their 

complete satisfaction with the tour. The TD will need to coach or “set up” the guests on 

completing the cards by doing the following (be sure to give guests plenty of time to 

complete the evaluations off of the coach in a relaxed environment if possible – Don’t 

wait until the last minute!): 

 

• Remind guests of all the positive aspects of the tour. Get excited as you share 

highlights and memories.   

• Remind guests how their expectations were surpassed with accommodations, 

driver & coach, and the overall tour based on your initial orientation meeting. 

• Explain the rating system on the cards to the guests. 

• Very Good – Not perfect, but very enjoyable. May have had a minor issue 

along the way.  90% satisfied 

• Good - A few more issues. 80% satisfied 

• Fair – Major issues on tour. 60% satisfied 

• Poor– Totally unsatisfactory. 0% satisfied. Did not like anything on tour 

  

 REMEMBER-It is the OVERALL impression of the tour that is the MOST 

important rating and the measure of our success. The Tour Director is not held 

solely responsible for the comment card rating. Comment Cards are a 

reflection of the entire team. However, the Tour Director can greatly influence 

the “Overall” Tour Score. Tour Directors and Drivers that receive a perfect 

rating (100%) of the OVERALL IMPRESSION of the tour will be rewarded. 

 

Comment Card Formats per Client 

Client needs determines which comment card form or procedures we use in collecting 

feedback. Some clients provide their own comment cards. Some clients let us use our 

standard comment card. Some clients require one card back per person. Some clients 

allow for multiple people to be represented per comment card. Some clients follow up and 

double check the results with another electronic survey two weeks after the tour. Some 

clients don’t pass out comment cards at all and only do electronic surveys post tour. You 
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will be instructed to the correct procedure and requirements during the pre-trip and the 

tour technical. It is your responsibility to follow the client’s instructions.   

 

Methods to complete a Comment Card (PAT Format) 

• On TD’s iPad (iPad provided by PAT) 

• On guest’s personal device with comment card survey link provided by the TD. 

o Take a picture of the group or the mountain and email it to the group with 

the comment card link. Do this the day before the tour comes to an end. 

• Paper Copy (provided by specific client) to be collected by TD (always have a few 

extra backup copies) 

 

Electronic copies are more difficult to track if each guest responds. It is our goal to get 

every comment card back, so remind guests, multiple times, prior to the end of the tour.  

(You can also address this in the welcome speech as an additional reminder to set 

expectations.) Make sure to point out the link to the electronic form that is on the guest 

itinerary. In addition, it is nice to pass around the TD iPad to collect guest’s email 

addresses. An end of tour email reminder with a group photo from you, will further 

increase the number of feedback responses.   

 

Hints to Increase Comment Card Scores 

• The goal is to get back ALL, or as many of the comment cards as possible!  

• The more feedback we have the more we can continually improve.   

• The more positive scores we receive, it increases the overall average and makes up 

for those very few negative scores we receive.   

• In the Welcome Introduction, mention that our goal is for guests to have an “Excellent 

and Very Good Tour”. If anything is not excellent or very good on the tour, encourage 

guests to notify the Tour Director ASAP, so we can fix it. “Our goal is excellent 

service, tour, and ratings. If anything is not excellent throughout our journey, please 

bring it to my attention. I am here to help make this a trip of a lifetime for you.”   

• Remind guests that past travelers have influenced the current itinerary. “This is your 

opportunity to influence it for future travelers”. 

• This rating is only for the land portion of the tour package. Please do not let a 

commercial airline flight booked by your travel agent affect your land tour score.  

Guests are not rating their ship experience as this is only for the land potions of their 

escorted tour. Guests are encouraged to note flight, cruise, or documentation 

challenges under the “Notes” section, “But please don’t let it reflect the tour score or 

my score as a TD.” 

• Our goal is the best ratings and we have a commitment to excellence. If anything is 

rated below excellent, please write a detailed note describing the issue. “Nothing is 

gained from the comment card where the guest checks every box “good”, with no 

explanation of how to improve. If anything isn’t excellent, we want to know why, so we 

can make it excellent on our next tour!” 

• Encourage guests to rate the tour they signed up for and took. “Please don’t rate the 

tour you wish you would have taken or didn’t take”. 

• When setting up the comment cards, mention a brief re-cap of the tour and highlights 

that you will include in your Tour Report to the main office. Guests have a short 
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memory, so this is a great reminder of the positives on the tour. It is helpful to 

highlight your driver teamwork and the brand. Feed your guests a positive attitude and 

entice them with candy to see more positive scores.   

• How many comment cards does each card represent? One comment card per person is 

required by some clients. Couples don’t always agree on everything. It is the TD 

responsibility to understand and collect the feedback as per each client’s procedures.   

• Make every effort to get every card back! Any comment card that is not returned gets a 

score of zero for some clients. This ruins the tour average. Go over rating scores with 

guests. One negative card out of 50, is a better score than one negative card out of 20.  

Getting more comment cards back will increase the scores. Increasing the comment 

card return ratio typically improves the overall score. 

• Go over how “The Client” scores the comment cards:   

• “Excellent or Very Good” The top score is 90-100% and you would recommend 

this tour to others. Use that term often throughout the tour over the microphone. 

“What an excellent tour we are having!” “Folks this has been an excellent tour!” 

• Good is 66-% and it was an ok tour average tour. In school a C is 70%... 

• Fair means 33% and you would not recommend this tour to friends or others. 

• Poor means 0% and services were not provided. 

• Give guests a goal or a deadline (or calendar reminder) to complete the comment card 

or survey. Reminders are often needed. Participation in the comment card/survey 

drops off significantly once the tour is completed, therefore the Tour Director must set 

aside some time on the coach where the group can take the survey together or give 

guests a set deadline as you would like to go over the results in your post tour meeting. 

Encourage guests to use their own devices or borrow your iPad to complete the survey 

ideally by the last morning of the tour. “Please complete the survey prior to boarding 

the coach on our last day, so that I can go over the responses with my manager in our 

post meeting.” 

• For some electronic comment cards, TDs are encouraged to email (Bcc for privacy) a 

copy of the link to the comment card survey to each guest. We recommend that you do 

this in conjunction with a “group photo” or other “Alaskan memory” that you would 

like to share with your guests.  

• Comment cards results are private and will be discussed in the post trip meeting.  

Never read the comment cards in front of your guests or in private before the end of 

the tour. Hard copy comment cards can be collected in a manila envelope by TD’s to 

look more confidential. Never discuss comment card results with guests.   

• Please keep in mind that comment cards are guest’s opinions and can include 

unrealistic expectations, not necessarily facts.  Don’t beat yourself up over one or 

two negative comment cards as it is often challenging to make everyone happy. We 

look at overall trends and percentages and use this data as we continually strive for 

excellence to improve the tour. We encourage you to review the repeat comments from 

guests for continual improvement as well.    
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Group Cohesiveness 

 

It is the Tour Director’s role to initiate and encourage group bonding and cohesiveness.  

Each group of guests comes from diverse backgrounds and has different ideas, opinions 

and expectations. Some guests are outgoing while others may be more reserved. Some 

guests are experienced in group travel and yet it might be someone else’s first group 

vacation. The Tour Director must read the group, gather this information, and encourage 

activities to accelerate group bonding.   

 

Group Bonding  

These activities are essential in order to bring the group together as one. Besides 

togetherness, this will also increase the energy level, satisfaction, comment cards, and add 

to excitement of the overall tour. The following actions must be taken by the Tour 

Director to encourage Group Bonding: 

Introduce Yourself  

To each guest individually and welcome them to the tour before the coach departs. (I.e. 

airport, lobby hours, breakfast, curb first morning) 

Welcome the group to the tour  

This can be done at any of the following: Opening Reception, Breakfast Reception, or the 

first morning on the coach. (See Employee Manual and Technical for “Tour Director 

Welcome Orientation”) Thank guests for traveling with _______ brand. 

Lead the group in “Group Bonding” activities. 

If possible, one group bonding activity must be started or completed on the first day of the 

tour, before lunch. First Impressions are essential! Suggested Minimum of Group Bonding 

Activities: 

Rail Belt Tour Goal: 1 Activity 

GAK/AJ Tour Goal: 2 Activities (1 before Fairbanks, 1 after Fairbanks) 

Yukon Tour Goal: 3 Activities 

• One must be done on any full coach day (over 200 miles) 

• One must always be done off the motor coach where guests can see each 

other’s face.   

• One must be done on the first day that any new members join the group for 

Group Integration.   

• Pick from the following suggested activities or make up your own. (5-15 

minutes activities.) These activities take more prep time, but will encourage 

group bonding. Stop at places that:  

• Are safe for guests 

• Are accessible by coach 

• Protect guests from the elements  

• Combine with restroom stop as well to maximize time 

• Do not compromise our relationship with vendors  

• Are cost efficient.  

Group Bonding Activity Examples (With No Cost) 

• Give each guest a goal: By end of Day One you are encouraged to introduce yourself 

to 3 new couples. By the end of Day Three (When we get to Fairbanks or Denali) you 
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are encouraged to meet 10 couples. By the end of the tour, you should know 

everyone’s name.  

• By show of hands: How many people have been to Alaska before? How many people 

have been to Alaska in the winter? How many people have been on a group tour? Who 

has previously traveled with _________ Tour Company? 

• Give each couple 10-20 seconds to stand up in front of the group and introduce 

themselves. This can be done at a welcome reception or off of the coach at a roadside 

stop or attraction. What is your Name? Where are you from? What are their 

Expectations? What are they most looking forward to on this group tour? Are you 

celebrating anything on tour? Why did you book this tour? Have you traveled with this 

client previously?    

o Distribute a Client Name list for guest taking notes. 

o If someone looks forward to seeing polar bears or a herd of 5,000 caribou, use 

this time to lower the group expectations and set realities. 

• Group Games on the coach facilitate in Group Bonding:  

“Two Truths and a Lie”, “Moose Migration”, or “Scavenger Hunt”. Feel free to 

use other examples of Group Bonding and make sure to share ideas with fellow 

employees. 

• Have guests stand in a circle. Encourage guests to share one unique fact.   

o Name Association. Stand in a circle. My name is Travis and I like Trains, My 

name is Josh and I like to Juggle, My name is Peter and I like Planes. My name 

is Christina and I like the Chicago Cubs…. 

o Offer a prize for anyone who can remember everyone’s name.  

• Have guests split up in smaller groups by association: 

o Only child, Youngest Child, Oldest Child 

o Without saying a word how many countries have you traveled in? 

o Split up by Birthday Month 

• Hand out incorrect boarding passes or nametags to each guest on purpose, and 

encourage them to find the “correct owner” and introduce themselves. This must be set 

up and explained in advance or you will look extremely unorganized. (I.e. Waiting for 

TWT or Train)  

Group Bonding Examples (With Cost) 

All activities with cost must be pre-approved by PAT Tour Operations. Most of the 

following activities have already been included in our tour. These activities are 

designed for the longer tours, usually of more than 7 days. Have a mixer with 

supplies provided by Premier Alaska Tours.   

 

Build up this event as not included, but something the Tour Director wants to do to 

help everyone get to know each other better. The “overall group experience” will 

help the group bond, not the food. Premier Alaska Tours has one of the following 

Group Bonding budgeted into each tour program and one additional for each 

integrated tour off of the rail belt. (Budget Example: $1- $2 per person on longer 

tour programs.)   
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Reindeer Sausage and Cracker Mixer: We do this currently for some tours and it 

works great. (GAK, Titan, Yukon)  

o Obtain an Ulu, cutting board, non-perishable reindeer sausage, Ritz 

crackers or pretzels, Alaska mustard, and napkins from PAT Operations.  

Have an Ulu demonstration and distribute snacks to guests. Option for a 

late morning or afternoon stop. Clean and discard opened perishable 

supplies. Return after tour completion for cleaning. 

o Set it up: “We have had a full day on the coach, let’s get off the coach, 

stretch our legs, and take some time to really get to know your fellow 

traveling companions- more than just the back of their head. By the way, I 

am providing party snacks for this party”.   

Ice Cream Social: We do this currently for some tours and it fun!   

(Cosmos 8360, Yukon tours) 

o Purchase a small ice cream cone or juice bar for each guest and expense it. 

You must get permission to expense any items (One scoop on a cone or 

bowl-No toppings. Box of Juice Bars or Ice Cream Bars kept on ice.)  

o Set it up: “Alaskans consume more ice cream per capita than any other 

state in the Union. I want to take you to my favorite ice cream shop and buy 

you an ice cream cone. Then let’s gather on the lawn and I encourage each 

of you to get to know your fellow traveling companions.” 

Coffee Social: We do this currently for some tours.   

o  Set it up: “I know we have some coffee drinkers on board. As we go 

through the communities throughout Alaska look out for drive thru coffee 

stands. I want you to be a part of this Alaskan coffee experience, so we 

have arranged a special coffee stop for all of you. We will start off the tour 

and “toast” to a fun tour with new friends.” 

S’mores and bonfire: We do this currently for some tours and it works well!   

o  Set it up: “How many of you have never tasted a S’more? These sweet 

treats are a traditional favorite amongst campers around a campfire in the 

United States. It is a graham cracker sandwich with roasted marshmallows 

and chocolate. Let’s make some!” 

 

Some Tour Directors plan more events and purchase at their own expense.  

Cleanliness and food handling is important! 

▪ Plan a Group Picnic. Mention that we will provide juice/water or 

coffee/doughnuts at a rest stop later in the morning. All are encouraged to 

bring something small (finger foods) to share that reminds them of their 

home. They will introduce their item and share. (I.e. Hawaii bring a 

pineapple, Wisconsin bring cheese, Washington bring apples, Texas bring 

beef jerky, Mexico bring jalapeño flavored chips)  

Local Treats 

▪ Is there a special treat in the community you are traveling?  Braeburn 

Cinnamon Roll, Timbits, etc.   

Midnight Sun Champagne Toasts:  

o On Solstice, Anniversaries, Sunsets, Special Days, Extra Special Groups, etc. 
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Group Tour Integration 

Most tours operate independently, but a few tours join or depart each other mid-way 

through the itinerary. (Example: Premier Alaska Tours “Alaska Explorer” Tour joins the 

“Grand Alaska” Tour.) When this occurs, it is the Tour Director’s responsibility to 

integrate groups that join mid-tour. The industry refers to this as a “module” tour or an 

“aligning tour”. (This is similar to a commercial airline flight from Anchorage to Florida, 

that stops in Seattle or Dallas to drop off and pick up more guests.) It is crucial for the two 

groups to bond into one. Although each group will have different experiences, every guest 

must feel a part of the group and experience the same thing going forward. Encourage 

current group members to assist you in making new group members feel welcome.   

The following actions must be taken by the Tour Director to encourage Integration: 

Communication/Expectation Management: Build it up well in advance.   

Awareness: Set it up: “Tomorrow we will have some additional tour members 

joining us. Not everyone has the time available to take this longer tour, so some 

folks just sign up for half of the tour or the base tour and not the pre/post extension 

of the tour. Let’s welcome them to the remainder of our group tour!” 

We are having so much fun, I bragged about you to the main office. So much in 

fact that the office recruited more guests to join us so tomorrow we will have some 

new friends in our group for the remainder of our tour. 

Guest Welcome: Hand out group name list. “On behalf of (insert company name), 

Welcome to Alaska and Thank You for selecting group travel in Alaska.  We are delighted 

to introduce you to your fellow traveling companions.” 
Tour Member Mentor: “These guests that will be joining us are “Cheechakos”, 

so I encourage each of you to introduce yourself to one or two of them and give 

them some advice on group travel in Alaska. You will be their tour mentor. What 

is one thing you wish your travel agent would have told you?” 

Seat Rotation through Integration: “At the next group activity, could you spread 

out in the seats at the group meal or on the coach for the first day so that we all get 

to meet everyone?”   


